
Chapter 1: With each swing of the butterfly wing 
 
 
There wasn’t much that I had missed back in that hell-hole of a neighbourhood. The raves 
which seemed to never end - day and night; though it wasn’t much of a rave - hosted by two 
sisters who were twins, forever matching hair colours, luscious sparkly nails and ripped up 
clothing. My other next door neighbour: Mr Paterson - and his lack of care and control over his 
demonic, spoilt dog who joined the triumphant electronic dance music with its snarly, nasally 
screech of a bark to successfully erase any trace of tranquility on my Saturday and Sunday 
mornings… 8:30 to be precise. ‘On the brightside - we saved money on buying an alarm clock’, 
as my mother chuckled every once in a while. She was a morning person, I on the other hand 
was far from that. 
 
Though each day felt the same, get up, brush teeth, grab some clothes, grab something for 
lunch and through the door I go(!) On my way to another hell-hole(!) which at the same time 
felt more like a distraction. Each lesson went on for a lifetime for I’d fall in an inevitable daze 
with only the bell to snap me out of it. Thoughts racing through my head, unable to keep myself 
focused. My classmates would just sneer at me, throwing balls of paper and paper planes my 
way, giggling as I refuse to react to their mockery. The teachers? I hear you ask… well they’d 
just assume I’m deep in thought about whatever the class was about. It’s not like they were 
worried about me, I always managed to survive the assessments with pre-eminent grades in 
some instances.  
 
I devoted my spare time to photography. My passion for capturing moments. Moments which 
are rather bizarre or thought-provoking and at the same beautiful: those worthy of 
remembrance. Nostalgia was my one true companion. The only drug I needed (Unlike the kids 
in my school… oops.) 
 I was no popular girl, just a ‘dork’, a ‘book-worm’, an ‘irrelevant obstacle’ outside of lesson. 
With these big-chested swines threatening to smash my camera into a million pieces if I even 
attempt to look at them, but they’re even worse when it comes to needing help: always tilting 
their deformed barbie doll heads, squinting their glamorous venomous eyes as their 
spider-lashes merge together -- begging to copy my ‘outstanding’ work. Couldn’t stand their 
fakeness, verbally… but at the same time physically too. I mean, a tissue would literally rinse off 
the 100 pounds of makeup from those ragged faces. All this uncalled for anger that bottled up 
inside of me was easily relieved once it came to lunch period. Sitting with my legs crossed on 
the silky damp grass, sinking further and further into my senseless, daze-like episodes… A 
vibrant turquoise colour flickers in my field of view. Finally, uniting with my senses with the 
help of a rapid headshake. I grasp my camera, fidgeting as I prepare to take a picture. A 
butterfly. It’s wings scrupulously depicted onto its slim, yet broad wing… as the other wing 
mirrors it’s alluring patterns. These astonishing turquoise wings were impossible to miss, 
simply irresistible to capture. 
 
Over the past week I had dedicated all of my spare time to my final photography project of the 
blue butterfly - ‘naming it:With each swing of the butterfly wing’. Not before long I was 
informed that we were moving. A new beginning is what I had been craving for, for as long as I 
remember. The sheer thrill of meeting new people and making friends with new life changing 



opportunities. I couldn’t have been happier. Then again optimism is overrated… let me tell you 
that. This was another one of those moments where you’d expect your life to actually get 
better from all these drastic changes that are occuring. ‘Step by step, moment by moment’; 
with the constant preachings of my mother. Looking down at my feet, as her words begin 
surging through my head like a hurricane, as per usual - distracting me from reality and what’s 
ahead. Quite literally, as I carelessly barge into one of the “too-cool-for-school” girls. A fierce 
‘Diva’ or in this case: Satan himself… bitterly gazes over her shoulder. These resentful sharp 
eyes not leaving mine. Seems like a hostile hurricane has emerged. And it’s headed towards me. 
Shaken upon impact. Hopelessly, slurring and stuttering over my words. Willingly, an 
unforeseen rush of fear emerges from within. My limbs: impotently quaking in place. My 
eyelids: refusing to shut for even a moment, resulting to the immediate build up of tears, which 
streamed down my (yet to be messed up) face. 
 
And there I was folks, out-cold on the freezing concrete floor of what I call a ‘hell-hole’. An 
eerie, high pitched noise haunting my ears. A vivid blur of bodies appear to be leering over me. I 
felt vulnerably weightless.  An enigmatic aquamarine hue emerged from the featureless, 
sombre shaded bodies which surrounded me. The hue getting closer and bigger, positioning 
itself on my bloody nose... It’s peculiar patterns now clearly visible along with its slender, 
compact traits. It’s elegant wings flicker twice before taking flight, it’s delicate vibrant wings 
are once again but a blur. 
 
 
Commentary:  
 
 
The initial idea of basing my story on a student who appears to be submerged in problems that 
not only include school but also family came from ‘The Brief Yet Wondrous Life Of Oscar Wao’ 
which demonstrates the hardships of a teenager with similar problems. I had altered this idea 
by making the protagonist a female (rather than a male) to show the struggles from a woman's 
point of view as they are debatably more effective in terms of its mental factors. For women 
tend to get bullied less physically and as instead mentally. This is therefore contrasted with the 
physical abuse which is more common with the teenage boys, where they aren’t necessarily 
approached with words about appearance, but as instead physical pain. However, this would 
appear to be rather controversial for violence can occur between any gender. Thus, I had 
decided to display a rather serious and violent scene, in which the protagonist becomes the 
victim. 
 
 The powerful message which Diaz carried throughout the novel inspired me to promote it 
through my own creative piece. While thinking about the incident, and the true long term 
impact of bullying on an individual, I had made the protagonist point out the negatives through 
the use of adverbs, which helped imply how this has been an ongoing issue which she has 
adapted to. “always tilting their deformed barbie doll heads” referring to how often the bullies 
appear to be fake, in order to get what they want. Through this, the reader is able to see 
through the devious attitude and manipulation tactics of the bullies and get a better insight of 
the protagonists struggles for no intuition is needed to become aware of such arrogance. 
 



The idea behind the blue butterfly relates to the ‘Butterfly effect’ Which is a concept that 
means small actions can later cause a huge impact, inciting to the future events. This perfectly 
allowed me to favor the story with an unexpected turn, while at the same time mentioning the 
ever so tranquil butterfly which only appear to benefit the protagonist in her photography 
work, in an attempt to fool the reader into only perceiving the butterfly as a pleasant 
distraction, with not much meaning, which later on evolved into the complete opposite, for the 
imagery created with adjectives such as: ‘These astonishing turquoise wings’ which resembled 
everything but calamity, though calamity was what the reader was confound with.  
 
This butterfly effect idea was initially introduced through a game that I had played: “Life is 
strange” where the idea of the supernatural first inspired me. Though nothing peculiar 
happened, other than the butterfly landing on the protagonists bloody nose, as that raises 
many questions. This game was a huge inspiration, as it had some links to Diaz’s novel, for they 
are both set in a school, where the protagonist is also being taunted at by the bullies, and some 
sightings of butterflies which in the game also eventually create a dilemma of the ‘butterfly 
effect’. The reader who is familiar with the butterfly effect may in the end come to the 
conclusion that this was a build up of the effect. On the other hand, the reader who has no 
knowledge of this phenomenon may end up acknowledging the piece of writing as a peculiar 
story with no real message behind it, for the message was to consider making the right actions 
which may appear to be meaningless, but really can turn out to become a problem. In this case, 
the problem was the protagonists ‘inevitable daze’ episodes. Such distracted thoughts made 
her barge into one of the bullies.  
 
I was inspired by Diaz’s style of writing and I therefore wanted to have a protagonist who tells 
the story having similar problems and the way that the protagonist is able to display their 
personality by making sarcastic comments, thus making it a first person narrative. I was able to 
portray the protagonist by letting her express her opinion when needed: ‘She was a morning 
person, I on the other hand was far from that.’ allowing the reader to perhaps notice how she is 
a long sleeper, while at the same time providing the reader with a clear insight of her and her 
mothers connection. ‘ ‘Step by step, moment by moment’; with the constant preachings of my 
mother.’ this also helps insinuate that her mother and her teachings are always with her, 
implying that their bond is strong. This bond however can be easily juxtaposed with Oscars 
mother, who appears to seem rather harsh and strong with words when it comes to ‘discipline’. 
I took their relationship into consideration and decided to add a family member into the story 
to help demonstrate the protagonists mindset and connection to someone she loves dearly. 
 
One of the key obstacles which I had encountered involved the plot of the story and how it was 
going to get to its twist without making it too detailed. That is why I wasn’t able to talk about 
why she was moving out. ‘Not before long I was informed that we were moving’ as this may 
have appeared to be rather vague. Ultimately, the reader could have come to the conclusion, as 
I had provided some context on how things were in the neighbourhood, with the bothersome 
neighbours, although I could have perhaps written more about how her and her mother felt 
about this. I did not necessarily specify the gender of the protagonist at the beginning of the 
story, as instead I allowed the reader to make their judgement based on the bullies that she is 
involved with, and her knowledge of girly things, like the ‘hundred pounds of makeup’. 
Eventually the gender is specified when mentioning her ‘status’ within the school: ‘I was no 



popular girl’. In a way this makes up for protagonists anonymity, though it is only later 
proclaimed half way through the story. 
 
My constant use of a range of punctuation enabled me to manipulate the pace at which the 
reader would have to read the story, this mostly helped when it came to setting the 
atmosphere, which in this case created major pauses, which allowed the reader take each 
sentence into consideration and allow the words and their true meanings to set in, before 
moving onto the next sentence. Thus these short sentences allowed each word to matter: 
‘Seems like a hostile hurricane has emerged. And it’s headed towards me. Shaken upon impact.’.  
While describing the bullies, nearly each comment being accompanied with an unpleasant 
metaphor: ‘deformed barbie doll heads’ which helped display her opinion on the bullies. Or an 
adjective which benefited in imagining the bullies with such horrid aspects: ‘spider-lashes 
merge together’. As well as the use of an oxymoron: ‘squinting their glamorous venomous eyes’ 
which in a way allowed the protagonist to perhaps point out how their eyes were able rather 
attractive, allowing us to realise that she could have been rather jealous, conceivably allowing 
the reader to understand just one of the reasons why the protagonist was being picked on, 
which could only be proven as a theory or an idea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


